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Thank you for the correspondence dated September 5th, 2007. We have made the following formatting changes as requested.

1. We have aligned the title page to the left
2. We have used sentence case for all heading and sub-headings.
3. We have added the following sentence to the authors contribution sections; “All authors have read and approved the final manuscript”
4. The references in this manuscript were inputted manually. As a result, where there are multiple references following a sentence, we have placed brackets (ie. [ ]) at each separate references. The text will now read references such as [1] [2] [3], rather than [1-3].
5. We have changed the ‘Figures’ to ‘Figure legends’
6. We have also reformatted Figure 2 to be more clear and follow the formatting style.
7. We have removed all shading in the table of the text.

Thank you for the opportunity to revise the formatting of this manuscript.

Michel D. Landry PT, PhD